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Medicine For Your Ears
The all-round carefree service for bands, artists and labels!

Info:
Death, Groove, Thrash. These are the three words which define the German band SIC ZONE and their 
debut album “Bear The Consequences”. Only few are brave enough to be so angry and wild. After 
releasing their first demo under their previous name A-Rise in 2001, the press showered the band with 
positive reviews. In the first year after the world‘s expected end, the band decided to re-launch its concept 
and is now going full throttle: controversial, loud, raw and sometimes for adults only. They are always 
dynamic, strong and honest. A band that keeps its promises. True to the motto: Love it or leave it!

Musically inspired by bands such as Machine Head, Pantera and Sepultura, the listener can hear a 
broad spectrum of influences that shape the band’s sound. Yet SIC ZONE offer too many facets to 
simply put their music into the death/thrash corner. They employ hardcore and progressive elements 
and even blast beats are used. Vocalist PY is so committed with his grunts and screams that some new 
live visitors remain frozen at their spot as they are instantly drawn to the band’s scenario. SIC ZONE 
convince their listeners with an aggressive and extreme approach on a high artistic level. The band’s 
different style elements make for a diverse experience creating a nerve-wrecking atmosphere hardly 
anyone can withdraw from.

SIC ZONE celebrate their songs with brutality and a high entertainment factor such as the opener 
“Uncompromising” and wish their “Lord Of Chaos” wings of steel before they use their threatening 
slow-speed anti-aircraft gun “The Day You’re Gonna Die” to shoot it down from the sky. Another high-
light is the two-piece epos “Falling Lost Part 1” and “Falling Lost Part 2” which features astonishing 
neo-metal fragments without losing its overall intensity. The album “Bear The Consequences” caters 
to all fans of extreme metal and besides its diverse progressive elements still offers enough room 
for aggressive propeller-headbanging! With their final song “Stale” SIC ZONE demonstrate why their 
shows evolve into a true metal inferno on a regular basis.

And why so sic(k)? SIC ZONE deal with self-discovery and reflect personal experiences and mistakes. 
They rebel against opinion leaders and brainwashing of the people. They have made it their business 
to musically wake up their fellow human beings. Nothing is sugar-coated here but raw snapshots of 
given instants are shouted out loudly. The band wants to go on a wicked trip with their fans and works 
hard to put them into a state of ecstasy. Innovative music and an attitude towards life that has its finger 
on the zeitgeist. A new time zone has been created … Welcome to the SIC ZONE !!!

Press Quotes:
Rock Hard: “This creative portion of pure hate makes for a good mood in your ears and spits nothing 
but poison and hate into your face. Totally wicked!“
ScarredForLife.de: “Definitely the most innovative and distinctive material coming from the German 
underground scene. Music that offers every aspect of what you are looking for if you like modern metal 
sounds.“

Line-Up:
PY: Vocals & Guitars
Morbid: Guitars
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Uncompromising 04:12

Lord Of Chaos (And The Wings Of Steel) 03:27

The Day You’re Gonna Die 05:41

Coma 04:12

Falling Lost Part 1 03:37

Falling Lost Part 2 05:19
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My Control 04:58

Untrue 04:43

Sweat Person 04:40

No One Said It Would Be Easy 03:50

Stale (live 2012) 05:02
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Chico: Bass
KY: Drums & Percussion
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